Near-4D STEM with an Orbital Angular Momentum Sorter: Advantages and Challenges
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There is increasing interest in developing scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques, which allow a complex set of information and potentially a full diffraction pattern to be collected at each probe position, in order to determine the phase of the electron wavefunction and to maximize the information that can be obtained at every point. Among these schemes, differential phase contrast (DPC) and integrated DPC (IDPC) imaging have shown impressive results, especially for measuring fields and imaging light elements [1][2][3].

Here, we propose a 3D, or even 4D-STEM implementation, which is connected to an orbital angular momentum (OAM) sorter [4] and provides complementary information to that available from more standard 4D-STEM techniques. An OAM sorter permits OAM and radial momentum to be measured for each scan position. It can provide edge enhancement, as well as measurements of vorticity and, in principle, full phase information [5]. We have coupled an OAM sorter to a scanning convergent probe and a system of de-scan coils, in order to be able to record position-dependent OAM spectra.

Simulations performed using custom-designed multislice code are shown in Fig. 1. They show that, by singling out an OAM channel for which ℓ = 1, an edge-enhanced image of a Q-shaped particle can be obtained. The edge enhancement is visible in different OAM channels in different ways. Such an imaging mode corresponds to TEM imaging with a spiral phase plate and provides superior signal-to-noise ratio for a given electron dose. Parallel recording of the +/-1 and 0 signals using the scheme outlined recently for spiral phase plates [4] should allow for complete phase reconstruction, similar to that available using IDPC imaging. In-depth analysis should be carried out to compare the two techniques. Figure 2 shows an example of an application of standard STEM imaging techniques and the new near-4D STEM approach to proteins. Here, the channel ℓ = 1 provides a signal that is similar to inverse bright-field imaging.
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Figure 1. Simulation of a Q-shaped particle, with the atomistic model shown in the upper left frame, imaged using near-4D-STEM with an OAM sorter for channels $\ell = 0, 1, 2$. Edge enhancement can be seen for $\ell = 1$ and inversely for $\ell = 0$. 
Figure 2. Simulations performed for STEM analysis of a protein using bright-field (BF) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detectors (center column) and STEM with an OAM sorter (right column) for the $\ell = 0$ and $\ell = 1$ channels.
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